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Abstract

First step towards the risk based regulation is to determine the optimal
surveillance test intervals for the safety equipment which is tested at nuclear power
plant operation. In the paper we have presented the process of optimal surveillance
test interval optimization from our perspective. It consists of three levels: component
level, system level and plant level. It bases on the results of the Probabilistic Safety
Assessment and is focused to minimize risk. A t component and system level the risk
measure is component or system mean unavailability respectively. At plant level the
risk measure is core damage frequency.

1. Introduction

After Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) is performed and its results
are available, it is important actively to use PSA results, conclusions and
recommendations to maintain and improve plant safety [1], [2].

Figure 1 shows that there are many goals which can be achieved using
PSA results and conclusions. One of them is to support the establishment of
risk based technical specifications and therefore risk based regulation.

On the way towards the risk based regulation there are several steps
to overcome. First we have to determine risk based optimal surveillance test
intervals for the safety equipment which is tested at plant full power operation
[3].

This step is important because the surveillance test intervals specified
in Technical Specifications [4] have been developed in the past more on the
results of deterministic analysis [5] and expert opinion than on risk
calculations. Experience with plant operation indicates that many requirements
in Technical Specifications are unnecessary restrictive and may not be
beneficial to safety.
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Figure 1: Use of PSA Results

2. Risk Based Surveillance Test Optimization Process

Risk based surveillance test interval optimization process is
concentrated on the safety equipment which is tested at the nuclear power
plant normal operation. Figure 2 shows the process of optimal surveillance
test interval optimization from our perspective. Presented approach consists
of the three levels: component level, system level and plant level.

At the component and system level, the risk measure is a component
or system unavailability respectively. At plant level, the risk measure is a core
damage frequency.

Assumption is, that evaluation is oriented to one unit nuclear power
plant with two loops as NPP Kr§ko is. So unit level = plant level =
society/national level, because this is the only Slovenian NPP. Second
assumption is that functional level, which could be introduced between the
component and system level, can be equalized by system level. Two reasons
for such a decision encouraged us:

first is practical; we did not want to introduce too many levels
and then have (more) too many (theoretically different) results
for decision making process,
second is the system level itself, which is actually defining a
system as an entity which can be modelled by a single fault tree.
So at the system level as one system we accept:

the front line system in such an extent that can be
modelled by one fault tree,
subsystem of the support system (bus of the
electrical power supply system, or actuation path in
engineered safety features actuation system) which
can be modelled by a single fault tree,
the function of the system, which can be modelled
by a single fault tree.
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Figure 2: Risk Based Surveillance Test Optimization Process

2.1. Component Level

Analysis of the component level consists of manufacturer requirements,
collecting component data [6] and calculation of optimal surveillance test
interval which results in minimal component mean unavailability. Component
mean unavailability can be expressed analytically and can be calculated by the
use of collected data. If the component mean unavailability partial derivative
by surveillance test interval is expressed, we get the equation which
determines the optimal surveillance test interval [7]:

dQ,(T,)
dT,

= 0 - (1)

where:

Qj ... mean unavailability of a component i,
T, ... surveillance test interval.

Standby component unavailability can be expressed by the equation:
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(2)

where:

Tj ... surveillance test interval,
Tt ... test duration,
A ... failure rate,

which is for T t< <T( in AT,< < 1 (less than 10% relative precision for
AT-,<0.05 and Tt/Tj<0.05) approximated:

Optimum surveillance test interval is obtained by differentiating of
equation (3):

\
(4)

Equation (4) shows that surveillance test intervals for the newer and
more reliable components with lower failure rate should be longer.

Results of analysis on component level are valid only for the
components which does not affect other components of the system or other
systems.

2.2. System Level

Analysis at the system level can not base on analytical calculation,
because of complex systems which power plant consists of. Many approaches
have been used for such a purpose in the last years (Markov Chains [8],
Monte Carlo Simulation [9], Risk Comparisons [10], [11], [12]).

We propose to use fault trees developed for the PSA. If the resolution
of modelling and boundary conditions are not in accordance with defined
surveillance tests of analyzed systems, the fault tree models should be
updated.

On the basis of sensitivity study for the system mean unavailability the
optimal test interval is one that causes minimal system mean unavailability
which is represented by mean unavailability of top event in the fault tree.

3. Case Study

Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS) was chosen as
a case study mainly because its testing seemed to be too frequent and
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because the fault tree analysis results [13], [14] showed significant
test contribution to the system unavailability which may be reduced by
extended test interval of digital portion.

Detailed fault trees developed for the purpose of the system analysis for
the PSA, were reviewed.

Special efforts were taken regarding to the unavailabilities due to online
surveillance testing. We have considered common cause failures by the
conservative value of /? = 0.1. We are aware of the fact that common cause
failures have without any doubt dominant role in the safety actuation, control
and instrumentation systems.

Because of the system definition (chapter 2 of this paper) for the
analysis at system level ESFAS, which actuates even wider selection of
equipment than Reactor Protection System, was split to subsystems in a way
that each subsystem is represented by one fault tree with top event specified
as failure of actuating appropriate engineered safety features.

We have actually examined separately several fault trees representing
different signal paths of the ESFAS.

Separately we have observed unavailabilities of other signal paths
actuating Containment Ventilation Isolation, Containment Spray Actuation,
Containment Isolation Phase A and Phase B.

Differences in design of miscellaneous signal paths are not significant.
Therefore differences regarding the fault tree analysis and regarding
unavailability results were not expected to be significant which was confirmed
by the fault trees analyses results. The fault tree analysis results presented
come from fault tree analysis of the signal path K601A which actuates Safety
Injection.

3.1.Results of the Case Study

Time dependent unavailability and mean unavailability evaluation was
done with PC based computer code for several different test intervals and two
different test duration times: four hours which is allowed outage time
specified in technical specifications and two hours which is mean test duration
time.

Figure 3 presents top event results for the fault tree representing signal
actuation of the safety injection (one train). From Figure 3 it can be seen that
system unavailability is the lowest at three months test interval. By test
interval extension from one to three months, unavailability decreases more
then 25%.

Figure 4 shows system unavailability calculated by the improved
equation [15]. Figure 5 shows unavailability results calculated by the use
of the same equation [15] including both trains.

From all three figures we can conclude that system unavailabilities,
considering the uncertainty of input data, are not sensitive regarding test
interval between two and five months.

These results match with the results ot analytical solution on
component level [16], [17] so we can conclude that the test interval
extension from one to three months is in accordance with the risk reduction.
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Figure 3: System unavailability for Tt = 2 and Tt = 4 hours
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Figure 4: Unavailability calculated by improved equation
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Figure 5: System unavailability (both trains) at different test intervals
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4. Conclusions

We have presented our risk based approach of the test interval
optimization for the tests that are performed during power operation of nuclear
power plant. Our approach bases mainly on PSA results and consists of three
levels: component level, system level, plant level.

At the component and system level the risk measure is the component
or system mean unavailability respectively. At plant level the risk measure is
the core damage frequency. Test interval optimization is focused to minimize
risk and therefore component mean unavailability, system mean unavailability
and core damage frequency.

On a case study we have calculated system mean unavailability
sensitivity regarding test intervals. According to the minimal unavailability the
optimal test interval of three months for selected system was suggested.
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